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Peab builds a service building on Malmö
hospital grounds
Peab has been commissioned to build a service building on Malmö hospital
grounds. The customer is Region Skåne and the contract is worth SEK 692 million.

The building will be erected on Inga Marie Nilssons gata in Malmö on a gross area of about
28,000 m2, of which 10,000 m2 make up two basement floors that have already been
ordered.
The project is highly complex and will require expert logistics since large flows of goods,
textiles, tests and waste will be handled in the building. Major factors in the project are
building robustly, technology and logistic solutions.
The service building will include space for logistics, supplies - which is why stacking
surface with a loading platform is so important - waste management, mail sorting, a
dispatch central, a power station, changing rooms, a bomb shelter, a cooling plant, a
sprinkler system central and administration.
The new service building will also contain a laboratory connected to all the hospital’s
departments and clinics with functional systems for test transportation, for example the
pneumatic tube system will be extended to the lab.
“We are very pleased that we have been entrusted with continuing to develop this central
and important building for healthcare in Malmö and its surroundings. This is a complex
building that will be a logistic hub for the hospital grounds. We’ve already started on the
groundwork, and planning with Region Skåne is in full swing,” says Bratislav Marjanovic,
Region Manager Peab.
The project is a traditional contract in cooperation. The project has already started and
completion of the entire service building is planned for 2022.
The project will be order registered in the second quarter of 2019.
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